Fiction:
Albert, Susan Wittig – A Plain Vanilla Murder
Atherton, Nancy – Aunt Dimity & the Heart of Gold
Atkins, Ace – The Shameless
Atkinson, Kate – Big Sky
Baldacci, David – One Good Deed
Blake, Toni – The One Who Stays
Castillo, Linda – Shamed
Cleeves, Ann – Hidden Depths
Cleeves, Ann – Telling Tales
Coes, Ben – The Russian
Conklin, Tara – The Last Romantics
Conley, Susan – Elsey Come Home
Coulter, Catherine – Labyrinth
Crouch, Blake – Recursion
Doiron, Paul – Almost Midnight
Dolan-Leach, Caite – We Went to the Woods
Frear, Caz – Stone Cold Heart
Gelman, Laurie
  – Class Mom
  – You’ve Been Volunteered
Goldberg, Leonard – The Disappearance of Alistair Ainsworth
Goldin, Megan – The Escape Room
Graham, Heather – The Seekers: Krewe of Hunters
Haddon, Mark – The Porpoise
Hilderbrand, Elin – Summer of ’69
Holmes, Linda – Evvie Drake Starts Over
Horrocks, Caitlin – The Vexations
Hunter, Stephen – Game of Snipers
Jackson, Joshilyn – Never Have I Ever
Johansen, Iris – Smokescreen
Keane, Mary Beth – Ask Again, Yes
Kibler, Julie – Home for Erring and Outcast Girls
Lippman, Laura – Lady in the Lake
Lombardo, Claire – The Most Fun We Ever Had
Mackintosh, Clare – After the End
Macomber, Debbie – Window on the Bay
Mallery, Susan – The Summer of Sunshine & Margot
McKinlay, Jenn – Hitting the Books
Michele-Richardson, Kim – The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek
Moriarty, Jaclyn – Gravity is the Thing
Orringer, Julie – The Flight Portfolio
Phillips, Julia – Disappearing Earth
Roberts, Nora – Under Currents
Robotham, Michael – Good Girl, Bad Girl
Russo, Richard – Chances Are…
Ryan, Jennifer – The Spies of Shilling Lane
Silva, Daniel – The New Girl
Simsion, Graeme - The Rosie Result
Stradal, J. Ryan – The Lager Queen of Minnesota
Vuong, Ocean – On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous
Weiner, Jennifer – Mrs. Everything
Whitehead, Colson – The Nickel Boys
Willig, Lauren – The Summer Country
Zander, Joakim – The Friend

Nonfiction
070.5   Yager, Jan – How to Self Publish Your Books: A Complete Guide to Writing, Editing, Marketing, and Selling Your Own Books
303.48  Diamond, Jared – Upheaval: Turing Points for Nations in Crisis
305.8   McAuliffe, Terry – Beyond Charlottesville: Taking a Stand Against White Nationalism
306.0951  Langfitt, Frank – The Shanghai Free Taxi: Journeys with the Hustlers and Rebels of the New China
332.024  Hester, Tanja – Work Optional: Retire Early the Non-Penny-Pinching-Way
347.73  Hulse, Carl – Confirmation Bias: Inside Washington’s War Over the Supreme Court, from Scalia’s Death to Justice Kavanaugh
361.15  Cep, Casey – Furious Hours: Murder, Fraud, and the Last Trial of Harper Lee
364.152  Hawes, Jennifer Berry – Grace Will Lead Us Home: The Charleston Church Massacre and the Hard, Inspiring Journey to Forgiveness
551.44  Macfarlane, Robert – Underland: A Deep Time Journey
614.5   Preston, Richard – Crisis in the Red Zone: The Story of the Deadliest Ebola Outbreak in History, and of the Outbreaks to Come
641.5   Pollan, Tracy – Mostly Plants: 101 Delicious Flexitarian Recipes from the Pollan Family
648     Cilley, Marla – The CHAOS Cure: Clean Your House and Claim Your Soul in Fifteen Minutes
650.1   Guillebeau, Chris – 100 Side Hustles: Unexpected Ideas Making Extra Money Without Quitting Your Day Job
817     Marx, Patricia – Why Don’t You Write My Eulogy Now so I can Correct It?
917.504  Howitz, Tony – Spying on the South: An Odyssey Across the American Divide
973.3   Atkinson, Rick – The British are Coming: The war for America, Lexington to Princeton, 1775-1777
973.8   Wineapple, Brenda – The Impeachers: The Trial of Andrew Johnson and the Dream of a Just Nation
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Amazing Grace
Breakthrough
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